THE 2nd INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM
ESTHETIC, RESTORATIVE
& IMPLANT DENTISTRY
8th BDIZ EDI EUROPEAN SYMPOSIUM
BARCELONA / 26th–28th JUNE 2014 / PALAU DE CONGRESSOS DE CATALUNYA
Dear Colleagues,

It is my great pleasure to invite you to join us in Barcelona and attend the 2nd INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON ESTHETIC, RESTORATIVE AND IMPLANT DENTISTRY, supported by Columbia University College of Dental Medicine and held in conjunction with the 8th BDIZ EDI EUROPEAN SYMPOSIUM organized by Quintessence Publishing.

Esthetic Dentistry is a rapidly growing and developing field. Thirty outstanding world known speakers will be presenting the latest developments in Restorative and Implant dentistry and discussing how these new techniques can improve the whole esthetic outcome. Barcelona is a remarkable and cosmopolitan city with abundant cultural activities. Come and visit the Ramblas, the Holy Family Cathedral and the Gothic area of the city with its multiple magnificent treasures.

See you in Barcelona next June for the 2nd International Quintessence Symposium.

Prof. Jaime A. Gil

THURSDAY JUNE 26th | MORNING
09:00–09:45 DR STEVE CHU | Prefabricated root-form subgingival contours: its role in the construction of provisional and definitive implant restorations
09:45–10:30 DR JAIME JIMÉNEZ | Immediate, early or delayed implants. Controversies and solutions
10:30–11:15 DR DAWON HAAM | Interdisciplinary therapy planning in the esthetic area
11:00–11:30 DR DENNIS TARNOW | Current Literature that再造is what we know and do

THURSDAY JUNE 26th | AFTERNOON
13:00–14:15 DR STEFAN FICKL | Management of the extraction socket: controversies and solutions
14:15–15:00 DR FRANCESCO AMATO | Clinical guidelines for single tooth implant rehabilitation in the esthetic area
15:00–16:15 DR DAEWON HAAM | Interdisciplinary treatment planning in the esthetic area
16:15–17:00 DR DENNIS TARNOW | Current Literature that再造is what we know and do

FRIDAY JUNE 27th | MORNING
09:00–09:45 DR BORJA ZABALEGUI | DR ION ZABALEGUI | Algorithum in esthetic dentistry
09:45–10:30 DR CHRISTOPH HÄMMERLE | How to preserve the ridge: a key question in clinical practice
10:30–11:15 DR DAWON HAAM | Interdisciplinary therapy planning in the esthetic area
11:00–11:30 DR CHRISTOPH HÄMMERLE | How to preserve the ridge: a key question in clinical practice
11:30–12:15 DR UELI GRUNDER | Augmentation: the solution for long-term soft tissue and bone preservation for compromised extraction sites in the esthetic zone
12:00–12:45 DR HOMAYOUN ZADEH | Transitioning teeth to implants: 10 determinants of success in the management of the extraction sockets for immediate vs delayed implant placement
12:45–13:30 DR SONIA LEZIY | Tissue esthetics and stability in implant dentistry: taking control of our treatment outcomes

FRIDAY JUNE 27th | AFTERNOON
14:15–15:00 DR TIZIANO TESTORI | Immediate loading and post-extraction implants: 3D videos
15:00–15:45 DR NITZAN BICHACHO | Treatment strategies and techniques for restoring missing teeth in the esthetic zone
15:45–16:30 DR CHRISTIAN COACHMAN | Restorative implant options applied to interdisciplinary
16:30–17:15 DR LUCA CARONI | Simplification of treatment of complex edentulous cases
17:15–18:00 DR GIOVANNI ZUCHELLI | Development of the digital world of dentistry (imaging, diagnostics, radiology)

SATURDAY JUNE 28th | MORNING
09:00–09:45 DR SILLAS DUARTE | Adhesive dentistry: clinical challenges in esthetic dentistry
09:45–10:30 DR MICHAEL BERGLER | CAD/CAM in dental technology – limits and possibilities
10:30–11:15 DR ROBERT WINNER | Clinical success of build-up and monolithic all ceramic restorations
11:00–11:45 DR ENRICO CHER | Early results with implant supported zirconia restorations
11:45–12:30 DR JOHN SORREN | Dental ceramics: state of the art 2014

SATURDAY JUNE 28th | AFTERNOON
13:00–13:45 DR CHRISTIAN COACHMAN | Restorative implant options applied to interdisciplinary
13:45–14:30 DR NARDO MONTA | Marginal preparations on teeth and implants
14:30–15:15 DR ANDREA LOPATKA | Simplification of treatment of complex edentulous cases
15:15–16:00 DR GIOVANNI ZUCHELLI | Development of the digital world of dentistry (imaging, diagnostics, radiology)

Program Chairman: Prof. Jaime A. Gil

This program is subject to change
### Registration Form

- **Members of SEPA, SEPES, SEI, BDIZ EDI and Columbia Alumni**: €400  
- **Participant (Registration fee until March 31\(^{st}\), 2014)**: €450  
- **Participant (Regular fee from April 1\(^{st}\), 2014)**: €495  
- **Student (Registration fee until March 31\(^{st}\), 2014)**: €180  
- **Student (Regular fee from April 1\(^{st}\), 2014)**: €200

*All fees are stated in EURO including congress documents, coffee breaks, lunch and VAT.*

I hereby apply to the *“2nd INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ESTHETIC, RESTORATIVE & IMPLANT DENTISTRY”/“8th BDIZ EDI EUROPEAN SYMPOSIUM”* and in Barcelona, June 26 – 28, 2014:

**PLEASE RETURN BY FAX TO:** +49 30 761 80 692  
**OR REGISTER ONLINE:** [www.QUINTEVENT.COM/ERID](http://www.QUINTEVENT.COM/ERID)

---

**I will pay the registration fee of total €**

- **by Creditcard:**
  - □ VISA  | □ Mastercard  | □ AmEx  | □ Diners

Card No.__________________________  
expiry date________________________

Date________________ Signature___________________________________

- □ debit entry (possible only for german bank accounts)

Account no.__________________________

BLZ, Institute__________________________

Date/Signature___________________________________